Charges – Terminal Piacenza

Shunting and services

Price

Flat shunting
The tariff is applied and accounted for only for trains arriving in the
marshalling yard

EUR 462,15

Block train terminalisation
The tariff is applied and accounted for both the entry (incoming trains)
and exit (outgoing trains) to and from the freight terminal/junction

EUR 359,45

Terminalisation with train formation/splitting
The tariff is applied and accounted for both the entry (incoming trains)
and exit (outgoing trains) to and from the freight terminal/junction

EUR 513,50

Locomotive coupling

EUR 16,40

Locomotive uncoupling

EUR 16,40

Removal of rear-end signals

EUR 12,30

Application of rear-end signals

EUR 12,30

Removal or addition of a train car/wagon or a set of adjacent train
cars/wagons

EUR 102,70

Driving of a locomotive

EUR 410,80

Special formation/splitting

EUR 179,70
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Other movements between siding and/or terminals

1.

EUR 179,70

Tariffs for services performed outside the regular working hours (please see point 6) will be
increased by 10%
Any extra costs, incurred by TPI for additional trains which lead to changes in the TPI organisational
structure or variations in the planned operation of trains that lead to extra movements (e.g. train
cancellations, holiday, etc.), will be charged.

2.

The tariffs are subject to annual adjustments in accordance with the ISTAT Italian consumer price
index.

3.

TPI will send every week a final balance of the services provided during the previous week. After 5
working days, in absence of objections, the final balance shall be deemed to be accepted.

4.

Payment is due within 60 days of the invoice date.

5.

Regular working hours are defined as Monday to Saturday from 04:00 to 23:00. On holidays, TPI will
give at least 48 hours’ notice of any changes in working time or suspension of the activities. In this
case, no penalty will be charged on TPI.

Handling and services

Price

Handling related to the combined transport

EUR 41,05

Handling not related to the combined transport

EUR 51,35

Unit adjustment, if possible (labour cost not included)

EUR 87,30

Use of forklift (labour cost not included)

EUR 61,60

Labour cost (per hour)

EUR 51,35

Temporary storage of load units

See separate document:
“Temporary storage fees –
Terminal Piacenza”
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Parking in determined point (daily fee)

EUR 20,50

Preparation of wagon waybill

EUR 20,50

Documents transmission/reception by fax

EUR 5,10

Duplicate requests (from the archive)

EUR 5,10

The services are carried out upon availability of the required resources.
Services not listed are to be agreed with the terminal.
Prices are subject to change.

Valid as of: 01.01.2019
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